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BlitzWolf BW-V5 1080p LED Projector / Overhead projector, HDMI, USB, AV (white)
Are you looking for a projector that allows you to watch your favourite films or series on the big screen in excellent quality? The BlitzWolf
BW-V5 is exactly what you need! The LED projector offers a resolution of 1920 x 1080, which guarantees exceptional image quality and
precise detail. It allows for image correction and manual focusing, and its brightness reaches up to 9,000 lm. It offers multiple ports so
you can connect a variety of devices to it. A remote control is also included to help you operate the device from a distance.
 
Watch movies and series in the highest quality
The  1920  x  1080  native  resolution  combined  with  LCD  technology  provides  a  high-quality  picture  with  saturated,  vivid  colours  and  a
wealth of detail. So you won't miss a thing while watching movies or playing your favourite games! With a brightness of 9,000 lm and a
contrast ratio of 1,000:1, every projection is clear, bright and crisp, even in bright rooms. 
 
Multiple connection options
The BlitzWolf  BW-V5 is  equipped with  multiple  ports,  including AV,  2x  HDMI,  2x  USB and AUX.  So  you no longer  have to  worry  about
compatibility  problems!  You can successfully  connect  various devices to  the projector,  such as  a  laptop,  games console,  TV,  tablet  or
even a smartphone. 
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Perfect picture placement
The projector has also been designed with the user in mind. The manual focus and ±15° keystone correction allows you to conveniently
adjust the image to your needs. This makes it easy to eliminate any errors made when setting up the projector. What's more, the wide
projection range means you can freely use the projector in both smaller and larger rooms.
 
Thoughtful design
The BlitzWolf BW-V5 projector has been designed for comfort. It stands out for its lightweight and compact design, making it easy for you
to carry around. With a long lamp life of up to 50,000 hours, you can be sure that the projector will serve you well for years to come. You
also don't have to worry about annoying noise during projection - the projector's volume level does not exceed 44 dB.
 
Even more immersion
The  device  also  supports  3D  Red  /  Blue  technology,  which  means  you  can  enjoy  your  favourite  films  in  3D  -  just  by  wearing  special
glasses (not included). This is great for cinema and video game lovers. Now you'll feel as if you yourself are the hero of your favourite
game or TV series! 
 
Included
projector
remote control
	Manufacturer
	Blitzwolf
	Model
	BW-V5
	Colour
	White
	Weight
	1.6 kg
	Dimensions
	220 x 190.5 x 93 mm
	Display technology
	LCD
	Native resolution
	1920 x 1080
	Aspect ratio
	16:9
	Projection ratio
	1:35
	Brightness
	9000 lm
	Contrast
	1000:1
	Colour temperature
	8000 K
	Projection size
	50"-170"
	Focusing
	Manual
	Projection range
	1,5-4,8 m
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	Keystone correction
	±15° 
	Volume level
	44 dB
	Lamp life 
	50 000 h
	Inputs / Outputs
	AV / 2x HDMI / 2x USB / AUX
	Video format
	MPEG1 / MPEG2 / MPEG4 / H.263 / H.264 / AVS / VC1 / MJPEG / RV30 / RV40 / HEVC
	Audio format
	MPEG1 / MPEG2 / LPCM / MP3 / WMA2 / AAC / WAV
	Photo format
	JPEG / PNG / BMP
	Lens type
	F135
	Remote control 
	Infrared (up to 7 m / 45°)
	Operating voltage
	AC 110-240V
	Power consumption
	75W±5W
	Power consumption in standby mode
	1W
	Chip
	6710/V53
	Other features
	3D support Red / Blue, ATV

Preço:

€ 178.01

Acessórios para computadores, Projector
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